Industrial Screw Feeders handle a variety of powders, flakes, granules, pebbles, chips and pellets in every major industry... foods, plastics, chemical, mineral, and pharmaceutical. The complete standard of ISC Industrial feeders are ruggedly designed to meet the rigorous challenges of every operation.

Every Industrial Screw feeder utilizes an internal conditioning ribbon. Large Diameters are used to increase desired outer circumference speeds to assist in preventing bridging or rat holing. Screw flights are filled uniformly to assist in increased accuracies. Typical accuracy ranges are plus or minus 1/2” to 1% for most products. All accuracy may be subject to testing.
ISC Industrial Manufacturing

We offer Design, Engineering, Fabrication of Bulk Material Handling Equipment and OEM Replacement Parts.

Manufacturing includes Fabricated Metal Products, Machine Shop (CNC / Manual), CNC Cutting, Fabrication, Welding & Assembly.

Founded in 1976 we have been serving process and bulk material handling accounts for over 35 years.

BULK MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Conveying * Feeding * Elevating * Mixing

Original Equipment Manufacturer
Replacement Parts and Components
Machining * Welding * Rebuild

Industrial Screw Conveyors, Inc.
dba ISC Industrial Manufacturing
4133 Conveyor Drive
Burleson, TX 76028
Phone : 817-641-0691
Fax# 817-556-0224

Call Toll Free
800-426-4669

Visit us @ www.iscmfg.com
Email: sales@iscmfg.com
4133 Conveyor Drive
Burleson, TX 76028-1826